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I Decorate
6 Walks
lamely
11 Rtbbed fab
nc
14 "John
Brown's
Body" poet
15 Irregular
16 Cycle
17 Drunken
feast
19 Cleamng
tool: lnfor
mat
20 "Hard - 1":
Helmsman's
order
21 Prong
22 Pronoun: Pl.
24 Lunch hour
26 Put away

45 Also rnns
46 Levy

48
49

Indication
Trading cen
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50 Brake part
52 "Take -

VIeW of"
56 Beverage

57 Choice
60 Idle talk:
Slang
61

Machine

parts
62 Centered

about "
point

63 Bitter vetch

64 Whtte bird
65 General
tendency
DOWN
1 Btshop's
27 Run-down:
tttle
Informal
2 Bargain
30 Fuses ores
3 If ever
32 Slanted
4 Not long
33 Quebec's
ago
neighbor
5 -- degree
34 Bantu tan
6 Marx fol
guagc
lower
37 Can. pol it<
7 Asian coun
cian
try
38 Soared
8 Breakwater
39 Ski lift
9 Greek letter
40 Compass pt. 10 Washington
41 Eucharistic
port
plate
11 Invertible
42 Keepsake
12 Rub out
43 Took a medi 13 Strode
cal p1cture
18 Surmounting
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By BILL ROBERTSON

D
A

Negotiators are meeting today in
an attempt to reach an agreement in
the four-month-long dispute
between UNM and the Com·
munications Workers of America
{CWA), which represent~ 45 per
cent of the university's 524 food
service and physical plant workers.
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Z3 Frcry
25 - and out:

Flagrant
26 0 rder to go
27 Restrain
28 Town on the
Thames

29 Transporta
tton

medium: 2
words
30 Overfed
31 Aspect

33 Arachnid

35 Den
36 Circle

parts

38 Comedian
Danny -·

39

Will maker

41 Northwest

42

~

S T A N

Ely: TV

Tarzan

The union is asking for increased
wages for its member>, whose
numbers include University electricians, plumbers and craftsmen.

44 "Nonsense! 1 '

45 Claim
46 L1keness

47 Swedish

Because of a "gentleman's
agreement" between representatives of the opposing sides, details
of the negotiations arc not being
disclosed. The LOBO has learned,
however, that University officials
have previously rejected a unionproposed 10 per cent wage increase,

lake

48

Mass of
earth crust

50 Marn charac
ter
51 On this

point
53 Small cubes
54 Russ. czar
55 Become

58 Limb
59 Ship section
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EMPLOYMENT

I'Ak.i·'IIMC J()ll! Sale<;, Ocxiblc houn, good pay,
!uli·timt' durjn~ Prcak. Call Phil Francty_k,

Pos~iblc

Interested in a

YEARBOOK?

offering instead of 6.5 per cent
rai.l;je,

"Indian healing techniques" is the scheduled topic for discussion at
today's free noontime conference sponsored by the UNM School of
Medicine.
CHADWICK PHOTO
The discussion will be led by Dr. Robert L. Bergman, assistant professor
Custodian Michael Sanchez sweeps up in the Biology in the medical school's department of psychiatry.
Bergman has written several articles about the Navajo's use of peyote (a
building.
hallucinogenic drug obtained from the peyote cactus) as a healing aide.
The conference, part of the series, "Controversy and Challenge in
Medicine," is open to the public and the medical community on the third
noor lecture hall of the Family Practice/Psychiatry building, 620 Camind
do Salud, N.E.

UNM priorities
listed by Davis

contact
Senator Mario Ortiz
277-5528

ncgotwttom revolve cxclm1vcly
around wage demands, worker> cite
problem' with .1ick lc~ve und
tnrdinc" as being sore potnt.s they

Union officials cite August costof-living figures, which indicate a feel the union should address.
7.7 per cent. increase, as a rationale
The present union·Univcrsity
for their demands . .Joe Gardiner, a
contract states that employees must
union spokesman, said, "The present a doctor\ ccrtil'icatc when
workers arc upset They're working,
they arc absent from work because
in effect, without a wage contract."
of illness. Employes nrc accordctl u
The pre.~ent contract between I he certain number of paid sick leave
CWA and the University took days per month, determined by
effect on July I, 1976, and cxpire.l their IClliority. Wtlrkc" employed
on .Tunc 30, 1979. UNM Personnel Jc" than one year arc allowed seven
Director Philip Alarid said, "It is hours per month of paid skk leave;
our hope and our expectation that those who've worked between ouc
the negotiations will; be completed and two years at the University may
be paid for 10 hours of sick time;
very soon~"
and employee wit.h over 2 years
Univer.>ity employees, being also with the university arc accorded 14
state employees, are prevented by hours of paid sick time per month.
law from striking.
The contract state~, "InapThough officials stress that
propriate use of any paid absences
may be cause for disciplinary ac·
tion, including dismissaL"

Conference set

combined

VOl \'0 RH'AIR. IH;ASONAfH.I~, guaranteed.
Mtke. c..crnng'ioand v.cclalayo;. 247·9083
09,26

HNl-1 Y HJRNISB£·[) J liEDkOO~I. modern
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The Lobos will meet the
University of Nevada, Las
Veg{ls at their first home
game Saturday at 7:30p.m.
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One UNM employee complained
of being docked one hour's pay for
being five minutes late. Ned Ross,
assistant director of the physical
plant said, "If that was the case, it
must nave been a mistake. Our
policy is that the . employee . is
docked according to how late he ts.
If someone who is making $5 an
hour is six minutes late, he is
docked one-tenth of an hour's pay,
or 50 cents."

Grade Problems?
Complete Training
in Learning
Through Hypnosis

Recruitment and enrollment of freshmen at UNM should be given high
priority, said President William Davis.
.
.
.
Davis, speaking at a UNM faculty meeung Thursday, srud there was a
1.5 per cent increase in freshmen enrollment at UNM this year.
However, Davis said, "The University is losing a significant number of
students after their freshmen! year. Thirty-eight per cent of these students
are not returning, and we would like to bring that figure down to 25 per
cent."

• cut study time
• improve grade point

897-0201 forinfo.
18 yrs. P-Xperience

Ne\N Mexico Daily Lobo
Please plaee the foUowing classified advertUement in the New Me.rico DoiltJ
Lob,
.
times(s) beginning . .
.
. . , under the hea~ing
(circle one): 1. Pen~~nals;
2. Lost & Found;
3. Setvices;
-+. Housmg;
S. For Salt:;
6. Employment;
7. Travel
8. MisceUaneous.

Want Ads say it
in a Big Waylt

Classified Advertising Rates
15c per word, $1.00 minimUill charge
Tenns Cash in advance
Hours: 8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.
Monday thru Friday

Enclosed $·--~~ PlaCed by ~----- Telephon.e_.~----

Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of-New Mexico
Albuquerque,New Mexico 87131

The president added that the percentage of minority freshmen enrolled
ut UNM remained the same as last year, between 36 and 38 per cent.
Overall there are 200 more females this year than males in the student
population, he said.
111 other matters, Davis spoke of asking the State legislature for $10
million to build a basic medical research center on the North Campus, to
renovate Johnson Gym and to expand Mesa Vista HalL

~---;.··
_"·-~

"·--·

Davis said, "'The expansion (of Mesa Vista Hall) \Vould house students'
services, would eliminate students' running around and would have
student services in one complex.''
Also in his speech:
-Oavis commented on significant developments in the affirmative
action program including hiring of minorities and women faculty members.
-He spoke of Upgrading classified employees salaries and salary
.
funding in the future.
~Davis told the faculty there was a three-year net gaitt in the budget of
59.7 per cent.

,:·

..,

Craft
•
capstzes

FISHER PHOTO

This boat was capsized yesterday in the Johnson Gym pool
by students in Lauri Wiggins' small craft safety course.

By ERIN ROSS

Undergrad enrollment
in Arts and Sciences
declines 7 per cent

A recently published report from UNM's Office M
Admissions and Records shows enrollment . in the
College of Arts and Sciences dropping faster than the
"post- baby-boom" decline i·n undergraduate
enrollmertt.
Campus statisticiart Catherine Furman said it \Vas
too early to judge a trend because spring enrollment
hasn't been determined, but since last fall UNM has
experienced only a seven-tenth of ·one per cent drop in
total undergraduate ertrollntent while experiencing a
much higher 7 per cent· drop itt enrollment in the
College of Arts mid Sciences.

Contacted about the decline, Arts and Sciences
Associate Dean Ralph Norman said he thought there
were two major reasons: I) 'fhe political and social
makeup of the student body has. changed in the past
few years, and 2) As a hedge against inflation,
students are looking for a good vocational "pay-off"
for time and money Spent in college. Consequently,
students are chboisng courses that lead to marketable
degrees.
Norman said enrollment is dropping all over the
country and is expected to fall Untill980.
(camirl'u.Bd on page 31
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Vance sways Saudi stance
·
· Arabw
· (Ul'l)
RIYAIJII, Saudt
Sec~t·tary ol Si'lle Cyru; Vance
·' ·
··
·
\ound understanding
I hur;day, d
ll<ll on111glll support, lor the Camp
llav1d JlL'aL·c IK'L'ords in Saudi
A I·
rn 11a.
.
Amcrkan ollkiai; said ·r hursday
Jll).'.ht alter nearly three hour> of
Wlk> between Vance ·utd Suudi
' involved
•
Jcadc·r> "they arc actively
Ill a dia.loguc• that can rc;Jcll undc·t >lnnding."
lloddinv Cartc·r Ill, Vance's
"Pokc:\man1 ~aid "we cun cQntinue
to believe that Saudi Arabia is a
Ioree for moderation and Sl<lbi.lity
n the Middle h~;t."
The Camp David accords had
tngcred some hardlinc Arnb state.;
so much th;ll ra<lical Palestinian.;
threatened Thursday to b.low up
U.S. oil imtn.llations in the Middle
Fast.
I! (ippcared that the neutm.l Saudi
;tnncc, apparently giving Jordan a

Interested in a

YEARBOOK?
contact
Senator Mario Ortiz

277·5528

· Wtlh
·
Jree band to enter peace l~tll\\
1\rac\ ·md l·!;\ypt would be the
'
·
'
maximumtl1at Vance could expect.
Jordan, the first stor on the
Vauce mi"ion, also gave the ad..
• ·
•
• 1 .
nun1strauon n 11oncommnu answer
hut cxpreS'ed willingness to hold
further wlks.
"We came to find first un·
dcrstanuing,
and then ' out ·of'. that
could come support," Hodding
( ·arlcr said.
Van~:e'> seiling mission is

TEl. AVIV (UP!) - Israeli troops foug~t.and
evicted kicking and punching Jewish rehgtotts
radicals from an illegal mountain. top settle~enl
in the West Bank Thursday and another 100 I rom
a l<JWn ncar flcbron. Both settlements were attempts to protest the Camp David peac~ accords.
More than 100 settlers from the Jewtsh town of
Kiryat Arba ncar Hebron who tried to sett17on a
nearby bill were forced down by t.l~e .army 111 the
evening and at .least one person was lllJUred, Israel
television said,
This followed a three-day siege on .a rocky,
2 070-foot mountaintop ncar Nablus whtch ended
\~hen the soldiers forccJ'ully evicted members. of
the Gush Emunim movement from the sttc,

ATHLETES AND OTHERS
WITH ATHLETES FOOT
If our examination confirms that you have a fungous infection of the skin of your feet, you can:
1. Advance medical knowledge
2. Maybe get rid of your infection
3. Earn a vo.lunteer fee
The Division of Dermatology of the University of N~w
Mexico School of Medicine needs 75 volunteers wtth
athletes foot to help us test the effectiveness of a new
antifungal agent.
Patients who are pregnant or under 18 years of age will
not be eligible for the study.
To determine if you qualify, report to the UNM Student
Health Center between 9:00 A.M. and 1:00 P.M. on
Saturday, 30 September 1978.
For further information, call Dr. Becker or Mrs. Macinnis at 277-4757.

The UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO, ·in cooperation
Natrona! Center for Paralegal Training, offers an 1nt.~•ns•,~e
12 or 24 week LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM .. Thts Program will enable you to put your education to work as a
skilled member of the legal team.
• Specialties offered In the following flel~s:
Litigation
.
.
Employee Benefits .
Corporations & Real. Estate. Estates, Trusts & W1lls
Generalist (Evenings only)
• ABA Approved
• Clinical Internship
• Employment Assistance
For a free brochure about this caree,r opportunity
call (714) 291-6480 E:xt. 4325 or ma1l the coupon
below to:
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO

l!J Lawyer's Assistant Program

so

Name--------------------~--~-----

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Spring 1979~Day
Feb. 12-May 4, 1979

I

I

State
·---ZiP-~·---·
Phone _ _ _ __

D

0

the ·letter~
to the Saudti> tn ht>
Thursday
mcc 1mgs
·h. ·
d leg of his
Vance, on t c secon
middle east trip to sell the Camp
[) · 'd a~reements to moderate
Aa·vb• at'ons spent 30 minutes in a
ra n 1 , .
.
t ·y call on ailing J<ing J<ha.lid,
co~rl~s•. two hours and 15 minutes
a~tl 1 ~rown Prince Fa~d, the
Wt 1
d the day
. .
deputy
prime
mtntster
an
d·
guiding power
oil-rich111
t.o- J.YA b'
Sau I ra m.

Troops evict Jewish radicals

ATTENTION!

..J.

. · 1·It:· ate"
"' . by an hapnarent
con.lp
'u'·· ·. d
disagreement between l e mtc
St·t • and Israel about the exact
· <I c;
. ·, · '. cnt reached
wordlng ol th~ agrcc;n
I .r
on a moratonum. <dJ ne:v .srae 1
'>elllcmcnt tn occuptc terntoncs.
..
. f .
.
tl
1 he two dtf eru;r vtc~s on! . 1e
settlements, as we as.· crusa c~,
were to be handled tn separa e
1.etter<>· wh'1"·h were to
have
..
.
f been
tl
t.s.sued Monday. Be~:ause o
le
continuing dispute over the exact
agreement, Vance could not present

Summer 1979-Day
June 11-Aug, 24, !979

Future

declared an Hi ega! selllement by the cabinet.
In Jerusalem, a po.lice spokesman said a bomb
apparently placed by Arab guerrillas exploded in
the Arab section of the city, causing no injuries
but some damage to an empty tourist bus.
Seven soldiers and seven squatters suffered
injuries in the fist fights and scuffling that broke
out when the modern zealots kept their vow and
resisted the first eviction of its kind carried out by
the government of Prime Minister Menachem
Begin.
Disturbances erupted among Arab students
throughout the West Bank for the second successive day and troops enforced a curfew on the
town of Kalkhul.

Death toll

UNM charters 11 new groups

in Iran up

By KARIN STANGL

to 25,000

There are 226 chartered
organizations this year on campus
which including honorary, cultural,
military, political, graduate,
professional, re.ligious, sports, and
service organizations as well as
fraternities and sororities.
This year the eleven new chartered organizations on campus arc
UNM Chess Club, UNM Women's
Rugby Football Club, Skydiving
Club,
Albuquerque
Men's
Resource Group and Feminist
Alliance, Anderson Schools of
Management Undergraduate
Student Association, UNM Student
Amnesty International, United

TABAS, Iran (UP!) - Rescue
officials said Thursday after
checking population records that
the death toll in last Saturday's
earthquake in this devastated desert
town and nearby villages has risen
to 25,000.
The death count mentioned by
officials earlier was 16,000.
Officials of the Red Lion and
Sun Society, Iran's equivalent of
the Red Cross, told UP! only 1,800
residents of Tabas survived the
earthquake. That would account
for 15,200 deaths in the city according to a 1975 census count of
17,000 residents.
"We must a.lso take into account
visitors from Mashad, the nearest
m. aJ·or citv plus a population in. ' the .last census) , "
crease (since
officials said.
Another 10,000 peop.le died in
100 villages hit by the earthquake,
the officials said.
The rescue effort was being
hampered by the overwhelming
stench from ·some I 0,000 bodies
still rotting under debris.

PREPARE FOR:

~

MCAT • OAT· LSAT • GRE
GMAT • OCAT ·VAT • SAT

contamination.
"I went and got a bunch of pans
and boiled it and put it into a bunch
of jars Ginny had fortunately
saved." McAulliffe said. "But this
morning I was brushing my teeth
with the tap water after taking all
these precautions. You have to
remember to go to the fridge and
get the jarred water."
McAuliffe .like others, feared the
intestinal bacteria came from

...A&S enrollment

NMB I, II, TIC
ECFMG•FLEX•VUE
NAT'L DENTAL BOARDS
NURSING BOARDS
Flexible Programs & Hour·s
IJ"h.ere IS ~a dlff~-·r-itiu!!J

(r.~~
tOUCATlONAL
CENTER

Test

Preo~rauon

For

SpecialiSts Slnc.e Jgja

lnfonn:~tlon

Please Call'!

265·2524
127 Jeflersoh N.E.
r •. r

Lc~. ,!1tJns

Hl Other

C.1t1e~.

C,lll

TOLL FREE: 800·223·1182
CMit>~<;of!M.tll'lfLl'i!;tlih

P.•t'lh Pt•~'''~ P.1t¢ al\<liv~~~~c <,;,..tnr ..\r>d

human wastes. "I suspect a sewer
main is broken," he said.
The city said Thursday it had no
reports of anyone being stricken by
bacterial infections.
Several supermarkets and smat.l
groceries reported Thursday they
had run out of bottled water. The
manager of one supermarket said
he had ordered dozens of additional
cases.
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think they have been reduced even
more.
.
For example, the designatiOn
"low calorie" could not be used
immediately in front of the name of
such foods as celery which have few
calories to begin with. But the
phrase could be used after t~e
name, such as "celery, a low calone
load".
Commissioner Donald Kennedy
said under the new ru.les, "Consumers who boy foods intended for
weight control will have a better
U!Jderstanding of what they are
buying and labels will be more
uniform so consumers can more
easily comparison shop." .
Under the rules, foods clatmed to
be of low or reduced calories w.o~ld
have !o carry a complete nutnuon
label, listing calories per serving as
we!I as vitamin, fat and other
contents.
.
For foods claimed to be .lower tn
calories than campantblc products,
the label would have to carry
specific percentages.
. ,
And the rules would reqUtre that
any food billed as t\s~ful. for
diabetics would have to hve up to·
that clainl,

is

Haley off hook

i
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Wynette wins
NASflVILLE, 1enn. (UP.!) -A
judge Thursday ordered country
singer George Jones arrested for
contempt of court if he enters
Tennessee for allegedly being
$36,000 behind in chiid"StJpport
payment to his ex-wife, singer
Tammy Wynette.
Circuit Court J ttdge Hamilton
Gayden Jr. said he cited Jones for

or

~ditor!ai board of The bally Lobo. Nothing,
,t'i'intcd i11 1ht.· Dally I.uho _tlct'C.!.:~il.rll~
r~nts lfu! \•ll'W!> o[ the Un\venlty of New
Mex(c<l.

•

I

C.\ntetmuR.y chc\pel

Join the

425 lti11V€1~SI'ty 11.<:1.

PEACE CORPS

Sunday Ser\'ices-8d0;5
(W<'!.i of AnlltroJXllO!-\)' llldg.)
.... .A

NEW YORK (UP!) - A federal
judge ruled Thursday that "Roots"
author Alex Haley neither copied
nor inadvertently reproduced any
part of an earlier book, "Jubilee,"
when he wrote his best-seller.
Judge Marvin Frankel said
Magaret Walker Alexander of
Jackson,
Miss., at\thor . of
"Jubilee " published in 1966,
'
failed to establish that certam
similarities between the two books
represented
copyright
infringement.
.
.
In dismissing the complamt filed
in U.S. District Court in April
1977 Frankel said: "The review of
the 'alleged similarities points
unmistakably to the conclusion that
no actionable similarities exist
bewteen the works. Nobody writes
books o( pUrely original content."
Miss Walker, director of Black
Studies at Jackson State Co.llege,
alleged that Baley copied. from
"Jubilee," a tale about the. life of
her great grandmother durmg the
civil war era. She had asked for an
injunction against fllrther sale of
"Roots'' and a percentage of the
profits.

.

~)llbli.~hcd
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officers and a copy of their bylaws
and must sign an agreement that no

reason," Ahrahnm ':-!' :d,

member will be discriminHted
against on the basis of ~·ace creed
religion, or physical handicaps.

cent of clubs do have 10 or more
members, lmt we don't check up on
a g.roup unless we receive complaints,''

for Senate group on camplls which
wiH exist on.ly until the November
election."
Organizations that want to
become chartered must have a
faculty advisor and at least 10
members. The group must apply
for a charter by filling out a form

-FRYE
r.-;, S•\Cf

IB~J

"Facb year 90 per cent of the
groups uo recharter, but there nrc
always t 0 or i 5 who do not because
or li lack of mcmbcr.s or some other
'~95

per

BOOTS

minorities.
"Four years ago 1 set a ten-year goal of reaching
ethnic parity in engineering," he said, a.nd w?ile ~he
Engineering Co.llege has yet to reach ethn1c panty wtth
the total student body, "we're on schedule."
Rehder said a business major is encouraged to
pursue a broad field of study.
"We want to encourage a desire and zest to learn as
much as possible. We try to teach our sttidents to .learn
to .learn," said Rehder.
He said the concept has attracted bright students
who won't become boring, mediocre members of
society.
ln defense of a broad .liberal arts education as offered by the College of Arts and Sciences, Norman
said "some students arc making a mistake putting
do.ll~r amounts on an education.
"Students shou.ld be able to write; this is still a
prime skiLL They should have a good historica.l perspective, and be aware of the problems_ of the world.
"Students," said Norman, "should reahze that a good
.liberal arts education does, in the .long run, have a payoff."

Ladies' & Men's
Were $80.00

Now
$56.00
lobo
men's
243-6954 shop

About people

Monday through Friday c\lc_ry rcglllar week
of the OniYCnity year and weekly dlltli1g the
summer si!'>Sion- by tbc Board of Student·

l'ubli¢lillons of lhe Oni\ICrsity New Me-xico,
and is_ not HnahtlaHy il!;.<;OClatcd with UNM.
Si'COnd clll5s pos_hlgc paid at Alhuqtrerque,
New Mexico 87131. Suhl;c(!ption raiC is
SlO.OO for thc·acndcmi~yea'r,
The t;plnio~ cxpt~scd oil th~ editorial
Jlllgcs Q{ Ttrc Dafly I~obo· arc those of thr1
auti1oi' ~oldy. Vi!sl~nt'tiOjllnlon I~ lhal t)f tlu'

"Some
organizations
arc
chartered only temporarily,"
Abraham said," especially political
organizations like the Toney Anaya

2120 Central SE

No. 25
AffX~ i:\Jil~ Lob'

which must be nrproved by the
Dean of Students. If npprovcJ, the
g.r<?UP must then submit a list of'

(contlnuadlmmpage1)

"If you count 18 years after every major wa~, you
can spot the peaks in college enrollment. We hit our
high about 1974-75," he said.
EnroUment figures may be indicative of a continuing decline in Arts and Science enroUmcnt for
years to come, said Norman.
While student enrollment falls, deans of the
departments of engineering and business bot~ expect
increases in enrollment next year, and posstbly the
following years. But as Business Dean Robert R~hd~;
pointed out, ".It's too ris.ky to tell beyond that potnt.
"Student enro.llment 111 career-onented courses and
enrollment in broader Arts and Sciences curricula is a
cyclical thing "said Rehder. "Some years students are
'
drawn to careers,
other years they shy away. "
Both Rehder and Engineering Dean Willia',ll Gro~s
said part of the increase in enrollment 111 t.hetr
departments' may be due to the. nun:erous )Obs
available to both business and engmeermg maJOrs.
The two deans also believed their departments were
offering better and broader major's programs.
Gross said the CoUege of Engineering. has made. a
concerted effort to attract women and racml

FDA issues new controls
over diet food promotion
WASH!.NGTON
(UPI) Calling obesity a major public
health problem in the United
States, the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) Thursday
issued rules designed to eliminate
consumer confusion about low and
reduced calorie foods.
Under the rules effective next
July 1, foods promoted as "low
calorie'' must contain no more than
400 calories per serving, and those
labe.led "reduced calorie" must
have at least one-third fewer. than
the product to which they are being
compared.
.
An exception to the reduced
calorie rule was proposed for white
bread, because bakers said a one·
third reduction would result in a
product that would neither look nor
taste good. The designation could
be used it' calories were 25 per cent
lower than regular bread.
The FDA also acted to prevent
foods which arc naturally low in
calories from being promoted in
such a way that consumers might

ability to rent or use UNM
facilities, and may become eligible
to receive ASUNM funds.

~UOI'NIII:[

New Yorkers boil off bacteria
NEW
YORK
(UPI)
Thousands of residents of
Manhattan's midtown Murray Hill
district Thursday were forced to
boil their drinking and cooking
water because of an outbreak of
bacterial contamination.
However, the health department
said the problem appeared to be
"clearing up."
A department spokesman said of
35 buildings on the East Side where
water had been found with high
bacteria levels, the water in 19 was
described as "acceptable." In the
remaining 16 bui.ldings, the bacterial level had been "drastically
reduced."
''This is an indication that the
situation is clearing up."
Still residents of the 60-block
area w'ere asked to contin~eboili~g
their water as a precaution while
the department kept looki~g for the
cause of the bactena contamination. Test results were ex·
pected today.
The city found water contaminated with B·coli - intestinal
bacteria- in samples form 35 of 55
buildings taken Monday and
Tuesday. The residents of the East
Side district were told of the
contamination on Wednesday,
Michael McAullife, a write: who
lives in a high-rise apartment m the
area said he and his artist wife,
Ginny, started boiling. water as
soon as they heard about the

Ministries, Native American
Newspaper,
Sandia
Rifles,
Trailblazers,
and
Graduate
Students in Medica.\ Sciences
(GSMS).
Associate Dean of Students
Karen Abraham said, "Students
who actively participate in campus
organizations gain a feeling of
involvement tha.t is just as important as learning in regular
classroom situations."
Abraham said clubs that become
chartered through the University
receive privileges to post. announcements in the SUB, a mat .I box
in the Student Activities Center, the

277-5907

contempt at the request of Miss
Wynette, who divorced the en·
tettainer in March 1975. Gayden
also prohibited Jones' $75,000
houseboat, moored at a dock on
NashviUe's old hickory lake, from
being moved out of the state.

Rita robbed
NEW ORLEANS (UP!) Singer Rita Coolidge lost more than
S I 0,000 in jewelry to a hotel burglar
during her visit to the city for the
Muhammad Ali-Leon Spinks
championship fight, police said
Thursday.
Miss Coolidge, the wife of singer
Kris Kristoffersort, told police she
left her
at
Marriott Hotel

about II :30 a.m. Friday. When she
returned about 5:30p.m., she said,
a full jewelry box was missing.

Khalid surgery
RIYADH, Saudi Arabia (UP!)
- King Kha.lid of Saudi Arabia wi.ll
Oy to the Houston area next week
for major heart surgery, officials
aboard the plane carrying Secretary
of State Cyrus Vance said Thursday.
The officials to.ld reporters that
in the king's absence Prince Fahd is
expected to carry the brunt of the
negotiations with Vance and
probably later with King Hussein
on the Camp David accords.

Campus Auto Parts
2112 Central SE Sat
M-F 8-6
8-5
...."/i,\1: 247-0321 Closed Sunday
·~ State Fair Specials
Rand McNally
Road Atlas
A $1.95 Value Only

25C:

·~12foot
Booster Cables
$6.95
Pickup Truck
Seat Covers
$23.95

Autolite

Some folks depend on Lady Luck to get
the good things in life.
. ..
.
But most everyone knows it's good savmgs,
not good fortune, that bring the thirygs ~ouwa!lt.
And a really good way to save tS Wtth U.S.
Savings Bonds.
. .
Bonds are steady, secure mterc~t earners.
And if you join the Payroll Savmgs Plan at
work or the Bond•a-Month Plan where you
save, you can be buying B.onds regularly.
Automatically. (And forltltle more than the
change rolling around in the bottom of your
purse.)
.
.
So, sign up today. Wh!le,yo!-1 may never be
known as Lady Luck, U.S. Savmgs Bonds could
make you Ms. Fortune.

Spark Plugs
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Regular Plugs •... only 69• ea
Resistor Plugs ••. only 79• ea

Oil Change Special
5 qts. Quaker State Oil

& Parts Plus Filter

Only 5.99

Oil Filter
Wrench

99c
r.l!l

10% Student and Staff Discount
· on Non•sale Items!
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Guide lists buys
A new bargain shopping guide to
Albuquerque, "Money Matters,"
has been compiled by UNM
graduate student in speech communications, .JoAnne Frederikson,
and her neighbor, Lorraine Price,

Editorial

Frederikson said, "The 55-page
booklet was ptiblished as a service
to the residents of Albuquerque and
others who come to the city to
shop. We call it a guide to bargains
and have attempted to locate the
best places in town to save money.''

TV interference
Two t«lovislon newsmen were arrested Wednesday for allegedly
interferin(J With police proceduro. And interfere they did.
Tho police were tryin(J to carry out an undercover bust and said the
newsmen's presoneo, in their clearly marked KOB-TV cars, would have
"given tho operation away."
Police had told tho newsmen, reporter Charles Gurule and
camemman Mitchell Abboud, to keep back for their own safety as well
as their possibiH interference.
But tho newsmen followed the police to within three or four blocks
lrom whoro tho operation was to take place. It was there that Gurule
and Mitchell were mrested.
During the time it took to warn and finally arrest the two, the
suspects evidently got tipped off and had time to leave.
Throe were captured, but at least one got away. And police blame
the escape on the newsmens' refusal to cooperate,
If tho cars Gurule and Abboud were driving had not been clearly
marked we would be incensed that the police forbade them from
followi~g and covering the story. But because they were in those
automobiles, they very well could have bungled the bust. Two cars
"shouting" the name of a local television station are hard to ignore.
We buy that reason the newsmen were not to be allowed to follow,
but we don't buy the other, namely that the police were looking out for
the newsmen's safety. Those two knew the risks, and they were
capable of looking out for themselves.
In this particular case, however, we think Gurule and Abboud were in
the wrong. Their vehicles broadcasted the whos, whats and whys
which should not have been known. They only attracted attention and
alerted the suspects about the police operation.
Their attitude was one that gets journalists in a hell of a lot of trouble
at times when we acq\lire a holier-than-thou attitude. We all know the
responsibilities of a free press, but we sometimes forget the rules and
ethical guidelines. Cockiness only antagonizes; in this case, it complicated what would have been a smooth police operation.
Journalists are not special; we have few special privileges as compared with the average citizen. Our job is to report happenings to the
public which the public could find out on its own if it had the time and
the desire.
It Is a job often forgotten by some in our profession who take advantage of power of the pen or the camera.

A Gourmet &uide for Creative Anarchists ·
It was hot in Albuquerque that Friday, very hot. Hi, .I'm Joe Thursday, or Friday and it was hot Thursday. Anyway, when it gets hot so
does the crime scene.
I work the nightside for the department's armed robbery and obscenity board. That Thursday or Friday, me and my buddy were staked
out across the street from a westside all-night convenience store. We
had a hot tip of something going on there. There were 41 convenience
store robberies, all unsolved, last week in Albuquerque; we were
waiting for number 42.
,
The clerks inside were lazily propping up their chins on their hands. It
was aboutB:OO, All quiet on the western frontier.
A car cruised slowly up to the store, pulled into the parking lot. Two
men inside eyed the store. One got out and looking around him, entered the store. He went to the freezer and picked up a dreamsicle. The
man, dark complexioned, in his early 30's, went to the counter and paid
the clerk 29 cents. He left the store, got into the car and drove away.
It was about 9;30. My buddy and I, Blackie Harnessey, were getting
tense. I could just feel something itching in me down deep; I think it
was indigestion. Me and Blackie went out for some burritos, tries on
the side, hold the green.
At about 10:30, We were near the breaking point. It was a hot, dry
night in town. We had our engine running, anticipating trouble. The
clerks inside were munching on all the onion rings and potato chips in
the store. And we waited and waited. Nothing happened,
STOP I If anyone knows information that would lead to starting this
crime, please call crimestarters. All information will be kept confidential. Take this crime please.

Copies of "Money Matters" are
available
at
most
mitior
Albuquerque bookstores .

Prints on display
"The Minimal Print,' a traveling exhibition organized by Parosol
Press, Ltd. of New York, is currently on display in the UNM Art
Museum upper gallery and print study room in the Fine Arts Center.
. Some 100 intaglio and screen prints by eight artistlprintmakers
tnclud1ng Mel Bochener, Sol LeW itt, Robert Mangold, Brice Marden,
Agnes Marlin, Edda Renouf, Dorothea Rockburne and Robert
Ryt_Dan are on display in this show which has been exhibited in many
ma]or museums.
•
The prints in the exhibition are characteristic of the works of the
"Minimalists," artists who have reduced the complexity of their
de.1igns by concentrating on simple geometric structures. By reducing
the number of elements to be considered, the artist forces the viewer to
rely on his or her own inner resources.
Of special interest is the portfolio, "On a Clear Day," which
consists of 30 screen prints by Agnes Martin, a New Mexico resident
an artist of national repute.
The ex hi bit ion will be available now through Oct. 15. The
m~seum's hours are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and 7 a.m. to flO p.m through
Fnday, and I to 5 p. m.on Sunday. The print study room hours are
I :30 to 4:30p.m., Tuesday through Thursday.
Admission is 50 cents for adults and 25 cents for children. There is
no charge for UNM students, staff or faculty.

DOONESBURY

Letters
IT'S MB. /JON'T

TURN AROUNO.

False reports

7H/3.Y MIGHT 8f3
WATCHING.

Editor:
It has come to my attention since you began reporting the events in
Nicaragua, that you have used the UPI (United Press International)
news service exclusively. If you examined these "reports" you would
notice that they give only one vieW of the daily action in Nicaragua:
Samoza's, who, by virtue of being the dictator of that country, controls
As a University newspaper you should realize that the UPI is not a
neutral service; it is a corporation, and like all corporations it is, before
anything else, concerned with profit, and second, with maintaining the
system in which it can thrive and make more profits.
We are not being served by your newspaper when you continue to
publish false reports on a situation in our hemisphere as important as
that in Nicaragua. Compare, for example, the news you print on
Nicaragua with the program INTERNEWS on KUNM around 10:00 in
the evening: oh that program the news service makes use of Prensa
Latina as well as other sources, to give us a full report on the action in
Nicaragua. If you are going to devote space to news of international
and universal importance, you should attempt then, to obtain your
information frorn international services, and examine the news you
presently get from U Pl.
Dr. Peggy V. Beck
Instructor, General Studies
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The Honors Center presents
"The Structure of Magic," by
Brain Grodner, Ph.D., from 2 to 4
p.m. in the Honors Centger
Lounge. All are welcome.

A special education un·
dergraduate meeting will be held
troday at noon in COE 212 to elect
a representative to attend special
education department faculty
meetings.

Albuquerque
Christian
Fellowship will be going over. the
return of Christ in the Humanities
Building Honors Center tonight at
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Editor:
This letter to the editor is not meant to attack the religious faith of
anyone but instead to justify mY and other non-Christians' reason for
not accepting Jesus as either God or the Son of God. I feel no desire to
convert or prove anything except justify my skepticism about organized
religion including Judaism's doctrines <1nd to set up a logical attitude
towards the nature of God,
I have nothing against other people's faith but I don't like people
sanctimoniously trying to convert me, other Jews and non-Christians to
Christianity because of their. needs for certainty ahd contempt for the
beliefs of non-Christians.
I don't believe morality and character are foUnd orily in Christians. and
they can do the same evil things as atheists, agnostics or nonChristians.
Michael Neal Seligman

.......... .,

LOBO

Get facts
on the law
school
admission
process .
Twelve law school representatives
participate in a panel
discussion of curriculum,
admissions, and placement.

Check
out
these law
schools.
An open discussion allows you
to talk to the Jaw school
recruiters and pick up
application forms and literature
on their schools.

California Western
School of Law
Golden Gate University
School of Law
Gonzaga University
Law School
The Lewis & Clark
Law School
McGeorge School of Law
University of the Pacific
Pepperdine University
School of Law
Southwestern University
School of Law
University of Puget Sound
School of Law
University of San Diego
School of Law
University of San Francisco
School of Law
Whittier College
School of Law
Willamette University
College of Law

VICTOR
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HeRE AT GREAT
Pt:RSCWIIL RiSk.
MINE IS A TALE
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For this Friday's Philosophy
Club meeting, Larry Schmidt .will
show slides and give a talk based on
his recent visit to the People's
Republic of China. Refreshments
will be served at 3 p.m. in the
lounge and the presentation Will be
at 3:30 p.m. in the library (fifth
floor, Humanities building). All
interested parties arc invited to
attend. For fUrther information,
call 277-63 64.

The ASlJNM Speaker's Committee is meeting today at 3 p.m. in
room 250B of the SUB.

Saturday
Sept. 23rd
Everest climber, Lute J erstad
presents "Running the upper
Ganges" and a talk on rafting and
climbing ort Saturday at 8 p.m. irt
the SUB ballroom.

Aquinas Newman Center invites
UNM students to be guests at a
potlUck supper on Sunday at 7 p,m.
.•i•

7HEVCAN

News editor: Mike· Hoeft

"Friday Night Live" will also
include the crowning ot' the
Homecoming queen, introduction
of President Bud Davis, Coach Bill
Mondt, and the football team and
entertainment by the UNM
Marching Band, the Collegiate
Singers and the Jazz Band.

90.1

Justify reasoning

LOBO editOrial staff:

The second event is called
"Friday Night Live,'' a student
rally 011 the Mall Oct. 20. It will be
sponsored by the Trail Blazers, a
student
organization
which
promotes student spirit and
tradition.

The United Ministries Center
offers on Fridays a weekend
welcoming service at 3 p.m. a
singing group at 3:30 p.m. and
informal recreatiort at 7:30p.m.

~h. is

Sheer determination
Editor:
After a very shaky start this semester, the A.S.U.N.M. Speaker's
Committee has worked together with sheer determination to provide
hot only a program beneficial to the University community butane that
would include the Community as a part of the program as well as the
Committee's choice of "celebrity" speakers. Because the committee is
working with a lower budget than that of last year, we have some
problems. Por one, we are faced with having to cut down the amount
of "celebrity'' speakers from What we have had in previous years. For
another, the committee would like to provide lectures from these
celebrity and community speakers free of charge to students and
faculty or as slow as possible a price to the University member.
I, on behalf of the Committee, invite you to present your ideas on
these issues and on who you would like to hear, speak at U.N.M.
I'd also like to thank those people who have shown their suupport for
the Speaker's Committee and for myself as Chairperson.
David S. Nidel

Two •1ew events will be added
to the 1978 Homecoming Oct. 19
through 21.
A benefit marathon race around
campus to raise funds for the Child
Care Center will be held Saturday
morning, Oct. 21.

I

the u news".

CRI ME5D1RTERS

The publication lists stores and
outlets under 12 major headings
including arts and crafts, auctions
and flea markets, autn needs,
bookstores, clothing and shoes,
discount and catalog stores, food,
l1ardwarc and building supplies,
home furnishings, liquors, secondhand and thrift stores and
misc;ellaneous.

Homecoming
agenda lists
2 new events
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The Home of Country and
Western Bands
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DISCO 10
until
2DANCE
UNMSUB
BALLROOM

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 29; 1978
1:00 P.M. UNTIL3:00 P.M·
SOUTH BALLROOM
CAMPUS CONTACT PERSON:
MS. TINA LUDUTSKY·TAYLOR
CAREER COUNSELING OFFICE

AMERICA'S NUMBER ONE

Always
A Dancing Partrlet

NIGHT CLUB

'BlACKWATER DRAW
thru Sept. 23rd

Special Guest Star

DAVID FRIZZELL
Supt. 18th thru Sept, 23rd

265-7877

Open to all students and
alumni of colleges and

universities fh this area.

by Garry Trudeau
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Scientists creat faces
fro skulls f dead
Story and photos
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WHILE YOU WAIT

Faces 01' the dead are being reproduced in the UNM physical an~
thropology laboratory.
Dr. Stanley Rhine, asst. professor of anthropology, is attempting to
expand the fields of forensic and anthropological science by means of a
technique known as faci1il reproduction.
Facial reproduction involves the reestabli.shment of the original tissue
depths and facial contours of skull. Rhine uses clay to simulate the
tissues.
Rhine said the technique is not a matter of artistic imagination.
"The skull is essentially a pre-packaged set of directions, he said. The
skull tells you what the final face should look like," Rhine said.
What emerges as aresult of a facial reproduction is an image of the face
or the person whose skull was used. Rhine said in reproductions done on
skulls where the identity of the person was known, when the rebuilt face
was compared to a photo, the resemblance was noticable. When several
different persons do reproductions on the same skull, the end results also
resemble each other, he >aid.
The police occasionally utilize a reproduced face in an effort to obtain
an identification.
Rhine said, "Though facial reproduction is only one of many in~
vestigative methods utilized by the Office of the Medical Investigator
(OM!), in cases where other methods have failed, it can provide the lead
necessary to make a positive identification.
AnthropologicaLly, the method allows archaelogists to see what a
population being studied looked like ouring life. It is a chance to look at
fossil forms of man.
Rhine has not simply utilized the method which is already in existence
for facial reproduction. In conjunction with Dr. H. F. Campbell of the
OM! and graduate students Meg McKenney and C. Elliot Moore, Rhine
has retaken the measurements for tissue depth. The previous data was
gathered in Germany during the last century, he said. Rhine said that the
new study has amassed more data than the total of all previous research.
The average time to complete a facial reproduction previously was close
to a day. Rhine has developed a method by which the clay is layered on
rapidly until tissue depths are five millimeters under the final thickness. A
smooth layer is then added, he said. In a little over half-an-hour the tissue
depths have been established. The entire procedure, as performed by
Rhine, takes a little more than four hours.

GOOD INTENTIONS
DONTGOFAR
WITHOUT GOOD
PEOPLE

Betty Gatliff, a noted expert in the field, will give a talk on the technique
today at2 p.m. in Mitchell Hall.

SIGN UJ' NOW FOI\ JN'IH\VIEW
I'LACEMENT OFFIO•;
1\oflo:SA VISTA HALL· 2nd !<1oor
m:PS ON CAMPUS Sl1Jt. ffi-28

The $55 Haircut
Pictures:
Facing page, top left:
Dr. Stanley Rhine ap~
plies the first layer of
clay to the skull, beginning the process of
reconstruction. Center:
Graduate
student
Marilyn London finishes
putting on the final layer
of~ clay
to establish
tissue depth. Bottom:
London
checks
the
tissue depth.
This page, bottom left:
facial characteristics are
carefully sculpted onto
the skull. Top right: The
finished face, on the
pedestal,
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&\\;trltiUIIII International
Unisex Hair Design Center

The Following Student Government
Committees need to be filled
So quit complaining, and decide to
DO SOMETHING. Work for a change.

7804 Central SE

Budget Inquiry Board
Cultural Committee
Fiesta
Student Health Advisory Board
lntrarnurals
New Mexico Union Board
Office of Research and Consumer Affairs
Speakers Committee
Student Publications Board
Studeht Radio Board
Human Subjects Committee
Library Committee
Scholarships, Loans, Prizes

STAR TREK
FESTI ~L
W •lth

GEORGE·
TAKEI

United Campus Ministry

Do You Have Zits?
The University of New Mexico Division of Dermatology and
Student Health Center needs Volun teers with acne to help
determine the effectiveness of a new topical antibiotic for
treatment. Patients must be available for examination on
Saturday mornings starting September 23 through November
18 and should not be taking. oral antibiotics or ·cor·
ticosteroids. Volunteers will be paid fortheir participation.
For further information contact
Erma Pinion 277-3136
Student Health Center

Welcoming All Students
Seeking A Progressive
Christian Fellowship!

In Person!

Also At The Fest iva I
*Autograph Sessions
*Star Trek Episodes
*Hardware Wars

Ftidavs: Communion, 3:00pm
Music, 6:30pm
R&R (movie), 7:30pm
Stmdays: Light meal, 5:30pm
Discussion, 6:15
"Do You 'Know What a Deacoin a!
Minister Does?" by Rev. Clyde Stanfield
Tuesdays: Bible study, 7: 00 pm
Open all weekends for study, recreation and conversation.
Retreats, Co-op housing, Counseling and Luncheon
dialogues,

Harry }ohtls and Dan TurMr, Co-pastors
Location: 1801 Las Lomas RoadNE (ON campus)
Phone : 247 ·0497

LT.SULU

ASpoofOf Star Wars

* A Space Science Film

* llilr.Irik.IUQSZRSU:i:_

Albuquerque Kiva Aud, 6 pm Saturday

Are you lonely?
We're here to listen

AGORA
277-3013

*SOUVENIRS

SEPTEMBER 23 rd
FM 94

AM 61

$5 Adult

$3 Child

..
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Minors' drinking abounds
nils i"s.the first ln a series.
Hy TIUSII O'CONNOR
Althou~h it i' illcg_al, in mo1t
l.'il\CI, lo drink alcohol if you're
uurk·r 21 ycar1 oJ age, it is very rare
10 lind someone between 12 und 21
who ha1 ucv~r ta'lcd it
Ilowcvcr, alcohol h commonly
an:cplctl in our 1ocic'ly !'or all agc1.
hm babies arc given whhkcy to
kill teething pain.
. Bt~l tll.cn arc law.1 governing the
dtslttbntwn and consumption or
akolwl. Still, you don't find many
lcc·nagcrs tulking about alcohoJ in
low whilpers and sweating
profusely when the wMd "cop" is
mentioned while they arc having a
hc•ct.

Are I he law'> being enforced'?
Police '<lY they arc.
'I he vice 1quad comhc1 the 1lrect1
every night in '>earch or underage
drinker'>, 1aid Sgt. bnco.,t Martinez
of 1he A lhuqucnj\le Police
Depart rncnl '1 j\tvenile \tOil.
They hrit)g in kid1 every night of
the week, he 1aid, but they can't
11 op everyone.
There arc 111uny laws concerning
underage
drinking, including;
illegal po;;c.»ion of alcohol and
open container.\, and illegal
drinking in public and establishments.
There arc loopholes however.
hn example; a minor may drink
only when a parent or guardian is
prc1ent and gives the alcohol to
him. However, if the parent allows
the minor to become intoxicated, he

MUSIC MUSIC MUSIC
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The rock group Foreigner will
appear in concert tonight al 8 p.m.
in the University Arena, The six
member band has recorded l wo
albums for Atlantic Records, both
of which have sold over a million
copies. They are lbest known for
their AM-radio singles "Cold As
Ice," "Feels Like The First Time,"
and last summer's hit "Hot
Blooded." Their· "Cold As lee"
single was also used in the movie
"FM."
The six members of Foreigner are
Lou Gramm, lead vocalist; Mick

PQ~LSEN

PHOTO

Friday, Sept. 22
7:06 a.m.; House Assassination
Hearings
5:30 p.rrt.; KUNM News
6 p.m.; NPR's "All Things
Considered''
7 p.m.; NPR's "Jazz Alive"
8:30 p.m.; "Raw Guts" (Raucous
Rock)
10 p.m.; "Asylum Radio" with
Malachi Mudgong

Two UNM students spend their afternoon drinking in Yale
Park.
example; if an intoxicated minor
kills someone, the adult who gave
him the liquor could be charged
with manslaughter.
What happens to a minor if he is
caught drinking? If he's under 18
years old, very little. He may be

cited or arrested. His parents arc
called by the police and he may be
reprimanded.
If things go the way they are
supposed to, said Sgt. Martinez, the
minor should be taken to a few
Alcoholic Anonymous meetings,
"but things don't always go the
way they are supposed to."
lf between J 8 and 21 years old,
he may be trapped in a hopeless
circle. ln this .case, he would be
cited and most likely arrested and
taken to court. Depending on the
individual case, he may be fined or
sentenced to jail. If he used a fake
JD, he would get both, said Sgt.
Marginez.
How do the mfnors who do drink
get away with it? What tricks do
-~-,.-"they use and which ones are most
effective? What is the great
fascination for drinking?
We will attempt to answer these
questions in the next two .segments
. ,.. of this three• part series on underage

<"\· ' '
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Jones,
lead
guitarist;
l an
McDonald, who plays guitars,
keyboard, and horns: AI Greenwood, keyboards and synthesizer;
Ed Gagliardi, bass; and Dennis
Elliott, drums.
Also appearing with Foreigner
will be the Michael Stanley Band.
Michael Stanley is an ex-folk singer
who formed his Cleveland-based
band in 1974, and recorded three
rock albums for Epic Records. In
the Bob Seger and Ted Nugent

The Suhw a) St<llion IS located in
the ba,enwnt of the SL'B. Door\
will open at R:30 p.m., with the
Jance beginning at 9 p.m. both
nighb. Admi"ion i' $1 ll>r l 1 N~1
1tuclent' and their guc,h, and $2
lllr the genc•r dl pu bite.
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mold, they have a large following in
the midwestern United States, but
have attracted little attention
elsewhere. They recently signed a
contract with Ari5ta records and
have a new album out entitled
Cabin Fever. Their appearance v.;th
Foreigner marks their first visit to
New Mexico,
The Popular Entertainment
Committee, which is co-sponsoring
tonight's concert, reported sales of
over 10,000 tickets.

Formerly Mountain Chalet
6307 Menaul NE
881-5223
Remember to see Lute J erst ad
world famous mountaineer
Sept. 23 at 8:00pm UNM Ballroom
admission is FREE, cbnatlons accepted

ARTS

.....

Benitez To Teach Classes

Arts Events

Long Plauers

RIGHT THROUGH YOUR
SENIOR YEAR.

If you're a junior majoring in math, physics or
engineering, the Navy has a program you should know about.
It's called the Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate·
Collegiate Program (NUPOC-C for short) and if you qualify,
you can earn as much as $650 a month right' through your
senior year. Then after 16 weeks of Officer Candidate School.
you'll receive an additional year of advanced technical
education. This would cost you thousands in a civilian school,
but in the Navy, we pay you. And at the end of the year of
training, you'll receive a $3,000 cash bonus.
It isn'teasy. There are fewer than 400 openings and only
one of every six applicants will be selected. But if you make
it, you'll have qualified for an elite engineering training
program. With unequaled hands·on responsibility, a $24,000
salary in four years, and gilt-edged quallfications for jobs
in private industry should you decide to leave the Navy
later. (But we don't think you'll want to.)
Ask your placement officer to set up an interview with a
Navy representative when he visits the campus on Oct 3,4
or contact your Navy representative at (505) 766-2335

Collect).

SPORTS MEXIco,
IN THE sTuoeNr
DL'.I81C
('
UNION BUILDING.

Correction

lOWlY 1111111
fea ~tn•bag

FREE!!!

Eldon Feldlnan's

JIICI tl I l l II
Daueiug stat•ts a~ l.O:OO
botb Friday and Saturday nights
$~5.00 dance contest each night

BtiiDIID
i\.dnaissiou
Si.()O w/UN~I In J•hts g•tcst
8~.00 pub lie
'

'

The twa students stagger off across the park.

The Pence Corps· ...

A MIND BLENDING
EXPERIENCE
. Share your skills and experience
and gain an understanding of
othN cultures, oth<:'i' ways.
SICN tJl> NOW 1'01\ IN'TEHYIEW
PLACEMENT OFFICE
MESA VISTA HALL- 2nd Floor
Ml'S ON CAMPUS Sef)t. 2().28

POt..iLSEf\1 PHOTO

TheUNM
Pathfinder

Class
Sept. 26 ·28
$8.00 Fee

YOUR Student
Handbook
Inquire at Student
lnformatioil Ctr, SUB
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Learn to use
map and compass

Cavered

Mountains;'~

'IIITagon

Makers of Hand Made
tndian ~ewelry
OlD· TOWN

album. §J M

J/:

.. :i
~~

R2~~~~~s ~
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G1mih1l 5 r Mtlil h1l0 GS.11 !l f,

aiiJchc
ShOeS

RACKETS- BALLS•
STRINGING
CLOTHING

FOR
rENNIS
SOCCER
RUNNING
AND ALL
RACKET SPORrs

Backpacks
Yasaka
Ping Pong Bats
Nittaku

Balls

/1/irffi flj
Racquetball

NOW APPEARING

CARL SILVA - STREETTALK

RACING SUITS
SWIMWEAR and
ACCESSORII:-5

LiJNCUESserved 10:30·3:00 weekday~;,
Ftl. & Sat. til\4:00 attd Sutt. 12:00-4:00
phone

881-8233 4800 Sat~ Mateo N.E.

across jrorn Allwoods
.

......

EARN OVER s650 AMONTH

Maria Benitez, one of the will be held Monday and Tuesday
premier Flamenco dancers in the night from 7 to 8:30 p.m. The
world, will be teaching two intermediate workshop will be held
workshops in Flamenco dance at from 8:30 to 10 p.m. on both
the Heights Community Center. nights.
The workshops will be held
Saturday, Sept. 23
Monday and Tuesday, September
9:45 a.rrt.; The Vietnamese Show
25 and 26.
10:15 a.m.; NPR's "F. F. U.S.A."
The two workshops will be
12:30 p.m.;
NPR' s "Jazz divided into two sections each, one Friday, Sept. 22
Revisited"
for beginning Flamenco dancers Concert: Foreigner, 8 p.m.,
1 p.m.; NPR's "Options In and one for intermediate dancers. University Arena. Admission
Education''
The beginning Flamenco workshop charge.
Jlilm; "Psycho'' directed by Alfred
2 p.m.; "Only The Radio" (Live
music and madness)
Hitchcock, 7, 9:15 and two p.m.,
~
SUB Theater. Admission charge.
4 p.m.; "Raices y Conscienci,a del
IJuckalley
Bandits;
London Concert; New Mexico Symphony
Pueblo" (Latino)
Records; P5-712
Orchestra, 8:15 p.m., Popejoy
7 p.m.; "Hot Lix" (Oldies with
There is not much to say about Hall. Admission charge.
Charley Z.)
this first album by a newcomer to Saturday, Sept. 23
I 0 p.m.; "The Ghetto" (Soul)
the scene-the Backalley Bandits.
Film; "The Night Porter", 7, 9:15
The real bandits here are ".the and II :30 p.m., SUB Theater.
Sunday, Sept. 24
8:30 a.m.; "Morning Train" record promoters who will release Admission charge.
anything if there is a buck to be Concen; New rv,exico Symphony
(Gospel)
10 a.m.; ·"NPR's American Music had. The story about the formation Orchestra, see Friday.
or the group is one of chance TV; "Cinematic Eye", a one-half
Sampler"
meeting of old friends (?) who had hour program designed to ac11 a.rrt.; "Something Classic"
company the "PBS Movie
5:30 p.m.; "Orient Express" (This t he right breaks.
tr this band has a heart (or one Theater", IOp.m.,KNME,Ch. 5.
week: Music from the Baltic
brain), it would go back the the TV; "PBS Movie Theater: TorRepublic.)
7 p.m.; "Singing Wire" (Native night club circuit and stop wasting ment", lngmar Bergman's first
vitlyl (made from petroleum). JC screenplay, 10:30 p.m., KNME,
American)
I 0 p.m.; "The House That J a7.Z
Dan Hill/Frozen in The Ch. 5.
Buill"
Night/20th Century Fo"/T-558
Continuing Events
A bland, tiresome album that Exhibit; "Highlighfs of the 19th
su rrcrs from its overuse of string Century Photography Collection",
arrangements and a superficiality "Highlights ot the 19th Century
In Wednesday's film column we of .bought and feeling. Even when and Earlier Collection of Paintings,
reported Saturday night's Jilm dcahlig with -subjects like murder Drawings, and Sculpture", and
"The Night Porter'' would be nnd racism, Hill fails lo evoke any "Highlights of the 20th Century
showing in the SUB Theater at 7, feelings of terror and despair. It's Painting Collection", all three at
9:15, and I 1:30 p.m. The actual as if Hill is incapable of ex- the Fine Arts Center galleries in
times are 7, 9:30 and 11:30 p.m. perictlcing anything more intense Popejoy Hall. Tues.-Fri., 10 a.m.·5
Sorry. jW
than bowel movements.
p.m., Sun. 1·5 p.m. Admission
This is the muzak of the 80's: charge.
.
music to clone by. ae listening for Exhibit; "Paintings From the
this loser in grocery stores, teen-age Permanent Collection", including
bollliqucs and anywhere frontal paintings by E:rrtilie Vn Auw and
Orienteering
lobotomies arc mandatory for the David Gale, Jonson Gallery, 1909
public al large. It's that kind of Las Lomas Rd., N.E .. Daily except

~~·1f~Jdrinking.

S1e1ra. Des~gn
Hme Snow SndDe,
ChOumard and Kelty

for the UNM MI. Club

KUNffi Todoy

JUAREZ lJI91}1~
·~1

Di,-;o dance in the Subway Statton
tonight and Saturday night,
September 22 and ;!3. The dance'
will feature recorded dilco mu,ic bv
Di1co On The Go.
.
There will he a dance contc'>t
each night, 11ith a $25 prite
"\\-\·nrriPd tn tlw· hrr..l dh~n dant:rr..;

f:<ntcrtainmcnt

Largest Selection of
Day Packs in Town

Sometimes the tricks don't work.
Minors do get busted occasionally.
Sometimes the guy sitting next to a
minor on a bar stool is a cop.
Certain bars and packaged liquor
stores are monitored by APD vice
squad members almost every night.
These establishments can only be
monitored if a complaint is received
about prostitution, gambling or
\erving alcohol to minors. Bar and
liquor store managers said ·Officers
dressed in street clothes mingle in
the bars and watch pick-up windows !'rom their cars. Usually
they're not noticed.
Alcoholic Beverage Control
Board agents monitor bars and
package stores in much the same
way as the vice squad. Their
purpose is to watch the proprietors.
Anyone knowingly selling liquor to
a minor, runs the risk of losing his
liquor license, which can cost as
much as $100.00.
Drinking laws even extend to
private parties. If an adult
knowingly serves alcohol to a minor
in the home, the adult is responsible
for the minor's action. The adult
may be fined or sentenced to jail,
depending on what the minor does
while under the intluence. For

MAKE IT
WITH

tR

PI'(· 11ill ahn ~i\e away pmtcrs and
rc~ord., a~ plitc" t\1r dan~cr\.

Popular
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could be charged with contributing
to the delinquency or a minor.
It·., illegal for a minor to enter a
bar unlcl1 he il accompanied by a
parent or guardian. If a minor is
married to a legal adult, his or her
spou.,c could buy him or her a drink
in a bar.
lllll, minors are not just drinking
with parent\ and spouses. They are
bar-hopping and booze-buying
solo, and for the most part, they're
getting awtly with it.
Apparently bar-hopping has
become an art or deviation. A good
bar-hopper uses every trick in the
book, from false eyelashes to fake

:..,.
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Vegas

.

.

In a dty of drcarm, there is one man who has
been able to keep hirmcll" l"rec of it.
l'erhnp.s it i\ Iris job that makes him a little less
nptirnistk in a rla~c where gnrnblers trod heavy.
Tony Knap, the UNLV l'ootball coach has
brought his team away l'rorn Glitter Land ;tnd into
the world of Divi\ion l college football for the last
couple of weeki, but bas har.l as much impact as a
rive of hearts mixed in with four nce.s. liNLV was
smashed by Wa.shington State 34-7 during their
first week of play.
And the advice for Saturday night is don't bel on
Vegas.
But Knap is not a pessimist. "Realistic is :t better
word !'or it," he says. "I still feel we have a better
team than we've shown so f!lr, but l hope that's not
juot a dream."
Dreams arc also a part of the way New Mexico
views its football. lt was way back when Lyndon
Johnson was brand new in the White House, that
UNM fini~>hed on top of the WAC. Ever since then,
foot ball fans in the Land of the Lobos have licked
their chops awaiting the beginning of the next year,
when "things will be different."
"MUFLY" is what a few shirts around the UNM

i

'·1

By RAY GLASS

camrus read. Those initials stnnd simply for
"Make Ur For Last Year," which the UNM team
intends to do.
And it looks as though peorle are willing to
believe that's so, at least more so than before.
Athletic Director Lavon McDonald reports that
9,000 season ticket~> have been sold so far this year,
as opposed to last year's 7500.
Aller listening to Mike Roberts' golden voice
and Torn :ludspcth's helpful insights,
Albuquerque wtll at long last get to see their men in
turquoise, live and in color.
"They're a pretty well-rounded football team "
Knap .said of the Lobos.
'
"Mondt was a lot more successJ'uJ at substituting
than I was," he said, referring to Monell's decision
to go with sophomore Brad Wright as quarterback
in last week's win over Wichita State. Knap used
three quarterbacks in their 23-14 loss to NevadaReno last . week. Accounting major Doug
Robertson will lead the Rebel anack against UNM.
But the numbers he will be working with
Saturday will be wearing turquoise and UNLV
should return to the city of gamblers and dreamers
with a 23-7 loss.

i

!

j
I
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The Western Athletic Conference begins this weekend and it will attempt
to defend its reputation as one of the wildest conferences in the nation.
In what looks to be a regular knock-down, drag-out Western-style fight,
Brigham Young (1-1) promises to be rude hosts when an upset-minded
Colorado State (0-1) team comes to play.
Cougar coach LaVell Edwards said following his team's 24-!7 loss to
Arizona State last week,"[ feel like I'm in a state of total frustration ... we
should have put more points on the board. Our defense is outstanding, but
we're still young on offense."
Jn other games, San Diego State plays its first WAC game when they
travel to El Paso to play UTEP. Wyoming will have more than enough
competiton as they travel to Te~as .• and also visiting the Lone Star state will
be Utah as they tangle with Houston.

Don't Forget
Dinner

Weekend
Football
On Giant
Screen TV

~~-

••

After my worst week of predicting in nw seven-year career at
forecasting, I'll take another chance with this week's contests. My pick
first, the Vegas odds next, and my bet choice last.
TAMPA BAY 13 ALANTA 10: Two teams which cannot score, but
with excellent defenses. Both arc clubs looking to get started-the Bncs win
last week should carry them. Atl by 1, bet Tampa
BUFFALO 27 BALTIMORE 21: OK Colts you had your glory last
week, one's enough for now, Bait by 2, bet the Bills
PJTTSBURGH 27 CLEVELAND 10: The Steelers looked good last
week and it's time the Browns bubble burst. Pitt by 8, take it.
DENVER 21 KANSAS CITY 17: This is a bizarre chief squad. They
can't win at horne, but always play tough. The Orange Crush may have
trouble containing a high scoring KC offense. Den by 8, bet KC.
SEATTLE 23 DETROIT 16: The Seahawks are ready to make their
move at a .500 season, and should have little trouble against a weak Lion
team. Sea by 4, bet it.
SAN DIEGO 24 GREEN BAY 10: The Packers can play against teams
with losing records in the NFC, but its different when they visit the "other
league." SD by II, thats a bunch, but Jess than GB needs, bet the
Chargers.
HOUSTON 14 LOS ANGELES 13: The Rams beat a very strong Dallas
Club last week, but the other half of the NFL's Texas duo will pose
trouble. LA by 3, bet Houston.
MIAMI 24 PHILADELPHIA 20: The Eagles have had an extremely
rough schedule, and this week looks the same. But don't be surprised if
Philly pulls it out. Miami by 3, take it with caution.
OAKLAND 27 NEW ENGLAND 17: This has offerings of a classic,
but the Pat's sloppy showing of late will take its toll once again. Oak by 6,
take it
CINCINNATI 17 NEW ORLEANS 13: The Bengals are the biggest
disappointment this year so far. If they don't win this one Bill Johnson
;hould be history as a coach. Cin by 6, bet the Saints.
WASHINGTON 27 NY JETS 21: A1t upstarting Jet team won't have
quite enough against a new reckoning power, in the Skins. Wash by 7, bet
NY.
DALLAS 28 ST. LOUIS 14: In their quest for an 0-7 record the Cardinals will put up no fight against the big blue. Dallas by 17, not that
much, \Jet the Cards.
NY GIANTS 21 SAN FRANCISCO 13: The Giants are in a tight
divisional race, and although they may not be strong, they'll be 3-1 afler
Sunday. NY by 4, take it.
CHICAGO 19 MINNESOTA 16: If the Vikes don't pull this one out,
they're in big trouble. [ don't think the Bears will fold on a rare Monday
night game for them. Chig by 2, take it.
Best Bet: Oakland Raiders
Last week S-9 Total26-16

Ruggers Invade Capitol

''Psycho''

UNM ruggers travel Saturday to
Santa Fe to face Rio Grande Rugby
Union competition for the first time
in their three·week-old season.
The Lo bos' A and B-sides, after
a weekend spent at tournament and
two weekends of cancelled matches,
will take on the Santa Fe Santos at 2
p.m.
UNM takes on lhe capitol city
sides with a blend of returning
veterans
and
inexperienced
newcomers.

Anthony Perkins
Janet Leigh ,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1111111

3
showings

-IC

•

Alfred Hitchcock's

Mon.· Fri.

.._,..

I,

Fri. 22 7:00, 9:15, 11:30

5pm·10pm
5-11
on Fri. & Sat.

c

Bl MARK COOK

lBvMARK

Tl1e athletic CO!tncil Thursday heard a faculty member's grievance
against Sam Jones, UNM swim coach, and agreed to put a note of the
diocussion into Jones' personnel file. The council said they would give
Jones a chance to defend himself before it.
Glenn Sears, Associate Professor of Civil Engineering, charged Jones
with failure "to perform services as specified in his contract with the
University and in the University's contract with the Swim Club."
The charges stem from Jones' refusal in May, 1978, to coach the
University Swim Club, an Amateur Athletic Union (AA W) swim team.
The club had a contract with the University whereby the club paid the
University $1370 per month and, in return, the University provided the
club with a part-time head coach and allowed club members use of UNM's
olympic pool.
A swim club director, Charles Kraus, said verbal agreement between
Jones and the club specified that Jones would spend the majority of his
time during the school year with the Lobo swimming teams. The rest of his
time would be spent coaching the swim club.
However, at the end of the 1977-78 school year, Jones refused to spend
time with the AAU team, saying he was oyerworked, Kraus said. At the
time he was also the pool supervisor.
Athletic Director lavon McDonald defcnde.d Jones, claiming the contract had not been broken. He said the contract called for the University to
provide arrangements for a coach and, when Jones refused to assume the
duties of head coach, other arrangements were worked out with the swim
club.
The council stressed that nothing had been proven against Jones and it
agreed to put the note in his file only as a source of in format ion.

WAC Weekend

4pm -Spm

IM Golfers Tee Off

I
.i

"
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SUB
Theatre

In the second year of two-side
dub rugby at UNM, coach Harvey
Alexander will field an A-side
composed almost entirely of
veterans. On the other hand, his Bside has seen only 40 minutes of
action as a unit, that corning during
a pick-up game last weekend.
After finishing fourth in a Sevens
tournament on Sept. 3, UNM had
games with the University of
Wyoming and New Mexico State
University cancelled .

chipped, and puttell it out ror
tournament honors. Taking fir'i
plnce was Sam Lynn with a nine
hole total of 38. Lyt\11 was folltmed
by Paul Royycll at 39 and by both
Dave Regglcman and Jay Walsh at

The UNM intramural department sponsored two golf tournaments this week.
A miniature golf competition was
held on both last Monday and
40.
Tue.1day. Fifteen coed teams enlntramural assi,tant coordinator
tered the event held the Hiland
Terry Linton said that although no
Swing Miniature Golf Course .
lady golfers took. to the fairways in
Keith Maio and Ana Pike took
first place with a combined total of thb year's tournament, in the rast a
womart's touch has been known to
94. Ten strokes behind was the
grace
the competition.
team of Robert Cozzell and Laurie
Linton
said that the tournament
Steenrod.
has
been
won the two previous
The true golfers also got their
years
by
Sheryl
Paloni, a junior.
chance to compete last Monday and
Paloni
was
unable
to enter this year
Tuesday at the south golf comse. A
because
she
broke
her arm playing
group of 45 entrants drove,
intramural football.
This was the first year the
tournament was held at the south
course. l.t was previously held at the
north course.

Lobo Nine
Holding
Raffle

ASUNM Students $1.00 Others $1.50

Sat. 23 7:00, 9:30, 11 :30

"Night Porter"

I

The UNM intramural therapeutic
program is offering a new Sport for
the
disabled
on
carnpus~wheelchair tennis. Even
though the sport was just recently
conceived, it is ntpidly growing in
participation everywhere.
Wheelchair tennis is played on a
regular tennis court by four players
with some rule modifications,
'tennis play will begin on campus
Sept. 30.

, ~t·pternh<·r

22, 1978

Versatile
Climber
To Speak
lute Jcrstat! is a dirc,:tot, tea,· her
and writer~ bul more notably, he b
one of fi\'c American.~ to luwc
climbed the 29,028-l"oot Mt.
[:vercst.
Jerstat! will be speaking in the
SUB Ballroom, Saturday Sept. 23
at 8 p.m., courtesy of the UNM
Mountain Club and will show a
film on his trip to the Upper Oanges
in northern India.
Jcrstad ha.' written at leal two
books, hm; directed opera, mu.sical
comedy and tragedy and has a
Ph.D. in Theatre Arts from the
University of Oregon .

The UNM baseball team is
holding a raffle to raise money for
their upcoming season. Coach
Vince Cappelli is in charge of the
raflle, and along with the entire
Lobo baseball team is selling the
tickets.
The prizes are well worth the
money spent. Two people will be
selected at half-time during the
UNM-Pacific football game (Nov.
18) for the winning prizes.
The first person selected will have
a choice of either two tickets for the
Super Bowl in Miami come
January, or two tickets to sec the
Washington Redskins battle the
Dallas Cowboys in the Texan city
on Novembcr23.
The second person chosen will
receive the prize not picked by the
first person. All expenses will be
included in the winnings, and are in
coordination with Atlas Travel.
The tickets are priced at $2.00
each, or are sold in books of six for
$10.00 (also split up in $5.00 books
for three tickets).
Tickets are being sold presently,
and will be available until Nov. 18.
For more information on getting a
hold of a chance for "two tickets to

~bel»ea

£5,treet l}ub
CORONADO
CENTER

Wheelchair Sports

Downstairs
south end of
SUB

!.( )1\()

The wheelchair basketball team
has already begun to hold practices,
but more participants are welcome.
The team works out every Sunday
morning from !!to II :30 a.m.

The Fun Place .For
•
•
•
•

In addition to the instruction
being offered in swimming and
weightlifting, the therapeutic
program will be sponsoring archery, table tennis, and other
sports.

Hot Overstuffed Sandwiches
Super Chef Salads
Fantastic Nachos
0 utstanding Drinks

featuring
"The Best Service in Town"

A- s.ophi~ticated, romantic pornography
starnng D1rk Bogarde as a former SS officer.

the taU

"Last Tango in
Paris" is a
lighthearted

NIGHT
PORTER
~

romp rompared to
"Night Porter"

Newsweek

Live Entertainment
. Nightly

manrwitbone

~~ru;'ro~llome

3
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you wear.

The foot

A recently-discovered uranium
field of undisclosed size between
Albuquerque and Sant!l Fe, is now
being explored by Union Carbide
Corporation for possible mining
and milling operations.
Approximately 800 exploratory
holes have been sunk by the
company in the area, which is
located about five miles northeast
of Placitas, in the Hagen and
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TDDAY'S CIOSSWDBD PUZZLE
ACROSS
I Med. inst.
5 "The mouse
- -the
clock"
10 VIgorous

one

14 Inactive

15 Apart
16 Fitzgerald
or Cinders
17 King in a
drama

18 Marine ani
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Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Please piace the following classified advertisement in the New Me~ico
D"aily lobo
time(s) beginning
, under the
(circle one): 1. Personals; 2. Losi & Found; :3. Services: 4. F=or
For Sale; 6. Emplo•rment: 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.
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TYPIN(,: S1AT~STICAL AND manmcript.
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W\PANIJ YOUR l-1()1-t.JZONS. spring scriiCStcr in
Ecuador, UNM credit. hi formation, 299 Ortega.
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QA TYPING Sl!RVlCE. A complt>le i)'Plll!-: and
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Placed bv-~-- Telephone

Marron Hall, Room 132
Mail To
UNM Box 20. University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque~ New Mexico 87131

mal: 2 words

20 Meeting

22 Plural emf,
ing

23 Midway de
vices
24 Meat pies
26 Actor Dailey
27 Yearned
30 Fluttered
34 Fruitless
35 Skier's ac
cessory
36 Ash: Scot.
37 Rose's lover
38 Speaking
manner
40 Ionian Sea
gull
41 Supplied
with fuel
42 Company
43 Fabr1c
45 Arbor
47 Ship's boats

48 Alberta re

source
49 Lethargy

UNITED Feature Syndicate

50 Jargon
53 S. Amer.
herb
54 Artificial
gems
58 Magazme
feature

61 Kernel
62 - in a life.
time
63 Auriculate
64 Went on
foot
65 Want
66 Salute
67 Hardens
DOWN
1 Sward han

die
2 R<ver of Eu
rope
3 Murder
4 Sweat
5 WW ·II fliers
6 United
7 Alfred - :
Eng. poet
8 Les Etats - :
The USA
9 Sword's su·
perior
10 Describe
II Foul smell·
ing
12 Other
13 Cheers
19 Sedate

i

:;

Thursday's Puzzle Solved:

Galisteo Basins. The site is about
seven miles from the Rio Grande.
Robert Beverly, director of
environmental control for Union
Carbide, said the company has
leased about 4000 acres from the
slate and federal governments and
private owners in the area to
determine the feasibility of mining
uranium. Though work has been
conducted on the site for the past
four years, Beverly said the

Parent's Day
to feature tours

BIRKENSTOCK

!1~~'iu\~
1\~U) 1\\e:ll.\c.o

ll9··2.:'!

1}'7~0.

Put on Ll pair of Noppy Sandals,
and hundreds of tiny fingers will massc1ge
yolll feet with every step you take.

t
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By GAlL ROSENBLUM
A tour of the chemical and nuclear laboratory, a visit to the Poison
control Center and a campus recital are among the events scheduled for
UNM's first Parent's Day on Saturday, Sept. 30
"Parent's Day will be like going on vacation on campus," Mary Barbee,
assistant dean of students said. "There will be a whole series of interesting
things to do."
Although the day has been planned to honor parents of UNM students,
Barbee said she encourages students and the general public to attend.
· "The day will offer so much intellect\lally and culturally for everyone,"
she said.
Parent's Day was spurred by results to a questionnaire sent by the administration to parents of UNM students in February.
Of the 20 percent returned, the top three requests by parents asked
an opportunity to meet faculty, to taKe a campus tour, and to meet the
administrators.
''From these requests a much more sophisticated day has evolved,"
Barbee said.
Colleges of the University will hold open-house from 9 a.m. to noon
featuring films, demonstrations and special events.
continued on page7

Storage lacking
21 Weed
25 Stipule

42 Region:
Poet.

26 Dresses fas<idiOusly: 2
words
27 Direction:
Naut.
28 Sword
29 Self·respect
30 By what

44 Spinning

means
31 Peep show
32 Fragrant
compound
33 College offi·

cials
35 Handle
clumsily
39 Legal mat·

mr
40 Lures

like- 46 Pillaged
47 Grand Dam
49 Sleep sound

50

Image

51 Sand dune:

Br.
52 Director Wil·

liam 53 Miles away
55 Feeling pain
56 Animal's

gait
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By ANNA POOLE
Shortage has slammed the door students or marching band
on many UNM students who need members. Both book-size lockers
and the "big six-footers'' rent for
lockers.
$2 a year.
Lockers to store your books and
Dougherty said she assigns two
supplies are not available in the or three musicians to a six-foot
music department, the art locker, "most likely three and we
department, Zimmerman. Libtary don't have enough to meet our
or Johnson Gym but there are needs." She said there are "at least
lockers available in the SUB and the a half a dozen students, maybe
Economics/Sociology building.
more that I don't know about, that
Music department . secretary need lockers."
Debbie Dougherty said all 196
lockers have been rented to music In December, lockers rented by
OOntlnliod on page 6

company does not anticipate actual
mining before 1985.
Beverly would not reveal
company findngs concerning the
size of the field, claiming
"proprietary interests" prohibited
him from doing so. "We have
information which a lot of other
companies would like to have," he
said.
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"Let's just say that what we've
----'"
di,covcred so far has encouraged us
'·l
to rontinue operations." he said.
A citizen's organization called
UNION CARBIDE
the Sandoval Enviornmental Ac•
LEASE
tion Community has recently opposed the corporation's activities in
URANIUM
FIELD
the area, which is known as the
Tongue Wash. The group has
begun circul!lting petitions advocating a moratori urn on uraniUJ
I_
mining in the Tongue Wash area.
At a meeting of the group last
Thunday, Sept. 21, members of the
Santo Domingo Pueblo tribal
council voiced their oppostition to
any future mining 'in the area.
This map shows the location ofthe uranium field being exSpeaking through a tribal interpreter, the Indian leaders ex- plored by Union Corbide Corporation.
pressed their fears that ancient
burial sites would be desecrated and crazy for minerals and precious more destruction of the Earth in the
stones that they will kill to get these area of my people's lands. We will
waler would be contaminated,
In a prepared <.,tatement, Tribal things. They will rape and destroy shelter the Earth that has sheltered
Governor Valentino Garcia said, the Mother Earth for a few cents of us and those before us so that our
"Certain vested interests get so fleeting profit. There will be no children may live in peace and har·

i

I
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Parenthood association plans
ten-mile benefit Walk-A- Than
By MARLENJ>~HEED
Walkers are being recruited this week for the Bernalillo County Planned Parenthood Association's
benefit Walk-A-Than Sunday,Oct. I.
The 10-mile walk will begin in the parking lot of the
Hutchinson Fruit Company near the corner of Second
Street and Osuna Road N. W. and will end at Morningside Park, on Morningside Drive and Silver
AvenueS.E.

services to an expected 9,000 clients next year, Grace
said. This year the organization provided services to
more than 7,800 clients.
Planned Parenthood has four clinics throughout the
city which provide pelvic exams, contraceptives,
pregnancy testing, a vasectomy service, treatment of
venereal disease and counseling, Clients pay for the
services on the basis of what they can afford.

"Every walker is a really important person to Planned Parenthood," said Haven .Grace, Planned Parenthood Board of Directors member and chairperson of
the fund raising committee. Grace said the walk will
give people a chance to get involved in their com·
tnunity and learn more about Planned Parenthood, a
community organization.

Prizes will be awarded to those walkers who collect
the most money in each of the five age groups and a
grand prize to the person who brings in the largest
amount. Tbe first 20 walkers will win record albums.
Refeshments also will be serVed along the route.

Although Planned Parenthood is a Federally funded
organization, donations are needed to help provide

Registration packets for the Walk·A-Thon may be
obtained at any Albuquerque National Bank branch,
any Planned Parenthood clinic or at KRST, 2401
Quincy St. N.E.

57 Concludes
59 Rule: Abbr.

60 Insecticide:
Abbr.

Alpha Chis
bust away
melon title
Alpha Chi Omega succeeded in
"busting" the title away from the
reig11ing Pi Beta Phi's at the I Oth
annual Watermelon Bust Friday
aften\oon at Johnson Field.
Lambda Chi Alpha sponsor
Marc Clark said "all seven UNM
sororities participated ii1 the special
event in which 3500 pounds of
watermelon were used. The purpose
of the Watermelon B'usl was to
promote chapter interest and get
t;;Oil£~1AN PHOTO
everybody involved," he said.
Karen Thomas, Alpha Chi Omega, attempts .to ser a n11vv
Some of the events were antics such
Sheryl Paloni, a member of Alpha Chi Omega, won first as tlis.tance seed-spitting, relay record in the watermelon-seed-spitting contest. Kris John·
place in the watermelon-eating contest by devouring her matches, cramming the fruit into a son, Delta Delta Delta, and Shelley Donahue, Alpha Delta Pi,
their turn.
jug and
melon ..
melon
else.

